news in perspective----lem . . . President Nixon's Executive
Order 11697 .' .. and a slightly modified Executive Order ,11709 ... present
the frightening prospect, that the Administration is attempting to begin the
process of making personal income information of whole classes of people
available to various departments , and
agencies without regard to the private
nature of the information, or protecting individuals from possible abuses."
-P.H.

Ervin 'Tries Again on
" Arrest Data Issue
Sen. Sam Ervin has again failed to persuadeCongress that it should obey a
court decision baJ;1ning the dissemination of arrest records to non-law enforcement agencies; •
, The decision. in a case titled Menard vs. Mitchell, was' issued in 1971 by
a federal district court in Washington,
D.C. In 1972, Sen. Alan Bible of Nevada introduced' an amendment to the
Justice Dept.'sFY '73 appropriation
bill, permitting continued dissemination of FBI arrest records to non-law
enforcement agenCies despite the
,court's conclusion, in Menard vs.
Mitchell. Ervin persuaded Bible to
accept a limitation allowing dissemination only if the record indicated the
defendant had pleaded guilty, or had
been convi~ted of the crime he was
arrested for; in other, words. arrest
,records of those who hadn't been
, found guilty couldn't be distributed
outside' the law enforcement community.
,Somehow. in the House-Senate conferen~e on the Justice Dept. appropriations bill, this 'latter change was
dropped and the word "hereafter" was
inserted. The. result was, to authorize
continued dissemination of all Justice
Dept. arrest records indefinitely. This
at least was what the Administration
argued when it introduced the FY '74
Justice Dept. appropriation bill last
January, and Sen: Ervin announced
his intention of getting the language
changed. The Senate went along with
Ervin, but in the conference committee meeting on'the FY '74 appropriation, the House, "adamantly refused to
admit it had made a mistake, "as Ervin
put it last month in a Senate Floor
speech.
'
The conference version of the ap:..
propriation bill must still be approved
by the Senate (as well as the House),
but observers doubt the measure will
'be rejected. Ervin· suggested that it
,would be easy to get a court to reverse
the conference committee's reversal of
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the 1971 court decision. "The petitioner 'could succeed by simply presenting the judge with' a copy. of the
Menard order," he said. Meanwhile,
Ervin ,has introduced a bill that would
bar the Justice Dept. from disseminatingarrest-only records until the end
of the current session.
Support for his, position came last
month from the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal 'Justice Standards and Goals, a group of outside
experts set up some time ago to review
the 'nation's whole law enforcement
machinery. It is funded by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). The commission said
that "easy availability of criminal justice information files for credit checks,
pre-employment investigations. and
other non criminal-justice activities is
highly prejudicial to the operation of
a ... system designed only for law enforcement agencies." It advocated al, lowing subjects of criminal history records to review and correct the' information. Also, arrest information on an
individual who is not convicted should
be returned to him. The commission
added that each state should establish
machinery to consider. and' hopefully
implement. these recommendations;
-P.H.

Companies

Storage Technology:
Will a cpu be Next?
Lawyers continue to debate the guilt
or innocence of IBM in the anti-trust,
suit brought by Telex Corp. While the
debate lingers on. as it surely will, one
question keeps popping up.' If IBM is
guilty of having violated the nation's
anti-trust laws for the way it treated
the peripherals manufacturers, how
much more successful would Storage
Technology Corp. be with a more beneficent competitor?
Like Telex, STC was formed expressly to compete with IBM in the
marketing of tape drives; unlike Telex,
it has racked up an enviable record
of steady and phenomenal growth despite IBM'S marketing shenanigans. In
the slightly more than four years since
its founding" the Louisville, Colo.,
company, has become a profitable venture, with annual revenues approaching $50 million., It has installed more
than 6,000 drives at more than' 225
accounts, was able to demonstrate to
a prospect its own 6250-bpi drive on
'the same day that IBM 'announced this
capability, 'and now' has come up, with
an improved version of the IBM double-density 3330 disc drive, which STC

unashamedly calls' Super Disk (see
Nov., p. 159). At this rate, one wonders who will be first with a storage
device that combines both disc and
tape technologies.
In a more serious vein, others have
conjectured that STC might develop its
own mainframe, much like Telex had
once considered doing. But STC president Jesse I. A weida says they have
no plans for a standalone computer in
the next two or three years, certainly
nothing comparable to a 145, 155, or
165. "Now when you come into a
smaller area, a small computer for certain applications, I see no reason why
we can't do something, because the talent and expertise are there." He' continues: "The complexity of the control
unit is equivalent to a mod 30. for
example. So you're talking about a
good size computer we could do with
that talent ... But we see that market
as one of application. rather than
head-on competition with the IBM
product line."
Do jobs off-line
Thus Storage Technology foresees
data base oriented systems, say, "where
we tie in the peripherals we have with
more intelligence in the control unit,
and do some jobs off-line without any
of the cpu."
The 42-year-old Aweida, who fled
from Palestine to Jordan in 1948 during the fighting between Arabs and
Jews. and who later came to the U.S.
to attend college, got his degree in
mechanical engineering at Swarthmore
College. On the tall side, he has a slim
build that makes him look taller than
he really is. An avid skier. he's known
to arrive home from a business trip
late at night and immediately leave for
a weekend of skiing in the nearby
Rockies. Jesse spends a lot of time on
the road, and perhaps because of this
he makes it a point to take his wife
and four children on some of his trips.
A company sales meeting in Hawaii
earlier this year provided such an opportunity. Final arrangements to acquire a marketing company in France,
Promodata S.A., did the same last
, month, allowing Jesse to take his family
for their first prolonged vacation together.
'
Following his graduation from
Swarthmore in '56, Aweida joined IBM,
continuing his education at night and
acquiring his MS from Syracuse Univ.
He was senior engineer, and head of
the Advanced Tape Drive Dept. with
program responsibility for the IBM
2420 line when he left to form STC in
August of 1969. He took with him
Zoltan Herger, highly respected for his
technical knowledge, who was managing the' 2420 mod 7 program, to become vp-engineering at STC. Two other
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news in perspective----co-founders were Tom Kavanagh and
Juan Rodriguez, both of whom formerly held managerial positions with
IBM in Boulder and are now technical
managers at STC.
Within about a month, they were
joined by Jim MacGuire who is one of
only two corporate officers on the
board; the other is Aweida. MacGuire,
formerly associated with Univac, IBM,
and MAl, was a vp of field operations
for Telex's Computer Products Div.
before joining STC. At that time, the
new company was quartered in an insurance office in Boulder, whence they
moved to become co-tenants of a Sears
catalog sales office in Boulder's main
shopping center. MacGuire, who has a
quick and congenial smile, recalls that
they had about 50 employees crowded
into that facility before they moved the
executive offices to a vacant, house.
That was the situation when they broke
ground for the present plant in nearby
Louisville.
In its first 20 months, STC spent some
$9.5 million, which averages out to
$475,000 a month; only at the end of
that period were they starting to pro, duce some revenue. The first tape drive
didn't get its public showing until May
1970, the first delivery taking place the
following September. But operating
revenues didn't start coming in until
. January '71. Still" in October '71, the
company had delivered its 600th drive.
By the end of the year, employment
had risen to almost 600 and total revenues came to $3.6 inillion. The following' year, employment had gone over
the thousand mark and revenues exceeded $26 million. producing for the
first time a net profit of $3.7 million.
In the first nine months of this year,
employment neared the 1,200 mark,
gross revenues ",;ere ,more than $38
millIon, and the, net;' income was $4.3
: '
million.

Since these deliveries are to end
users who seldom buy their hardware,
it's required that the equipment be sold
at reduced prices to third-party lessors.
As long as Aweida is able to find lessors
who are willing to undertake such arrangements at reasonable rates, the
company is in good shape.
Of course, the marketing strategy
that made it all possible was that initial
sales were to only large customers,
those with 50 or more drives, where
enough transports could be installed to
make it worthwhile for STC to set up a
service office or assign an FE fulltime.

Close to 6,600 tapes?
The performance 'exceeded even the
bullish projections of analysts at the
brokerage firm of Smith, Barney & Co.
In a report dated May ,11972, they estimated total revenues 'of $21 and $33
million for '72 and '73. By the end of
this year, they thoug~t, STC will have
installed some 6,600 tape drives, a figure STC will not comment pn but which
is believed to be close.
"The annual rental value of equipment we, have on lease was $18.3 million at the end of July '73," says
Aweida: "It's building up very nicely.
Our plan'is to sell balf the machines
, we ship, and retain (;for rentalincome)
, ' the other half., Ifyou' look at the total
to date, we own· more than half ...
we've sold less than half"

JESSE I. AWEIDA: Sell half, lea,se half,
and then go skiing.
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JIM MACGUIRE: STC won't become
"The Peripheral Company."

of a package with appeal to others. "So
I believe it will allow us to get into new
accounts."
A matter of price
Interviews with several users indicate that the service provided by STC
, is a prime appeal. One user mentioned
a call at 2: 30 'a.m. that brought an FE
in 45 minutes. But it's still the bucks
saved that make it possible for outfits
like STC to get their drives into an IBM
installation. And part of that savings
comes from enhanced performance
features, such as the 250-ips speed that
STC was first to come out with, along
with a 400 KB transfer rate. In the
controller, too, are microprogrammed
diagnostics that make preventive maintenance possible without the user having to turn the whole system over to
the FE.
"Our users tell us to be very judicious
about expanding the product line," says
MacGuire. "They say we should be
careful about trying to become a
peripheral company handling everything available. To a certain extent I
agree." Similar sentiments come from
an eastern user who says, "They're in
trouble when they think they can do
everything well." And, he ,continues,
when they start spending money on
things like company planes and plush
offices.
To date, STC probably has been too
busy trying to find space for both the
growing office staff and for its production activities to be concerned with
p!ushness. And we'll give odds the company will buy a ski resort before it
acquires an executive jet. '
- Edward K. Yasaki

Communications

MCI's Quest for Bell
Lines Ends up In Court
There must be several FE'S at the Social
Security Administration, STC'S largest
customer with some 460 drives, but a
number of others have more than 200,
including Ford Motors and EDS. But
now the company can afford togo
after the smaller user. Says MacGuire:
"If there's a user who needs, say, four
drives, and he's a block 'away from a
155 or 165 'user, we'll go after that
business as hard as for a large user ...
Starting this year, once we got those
i.arger installations, we were able to
diversify to the smaller accounts."
According to Aweida, the new Super
Disks will be marketed initially to
" existing accounts, but 'can also be part

MCI filed suit in Philadelphia, asking
a federal district court judge to issue a
writ of mandamus-literally a court
command-forcing B';!ll to fill MCI'S'
orders for lo:al loop connections.
Without these facilities neither MCI
nor any of the other specialized carriers can operate very effectively.
The suit was the latest development
in a long, bitter battle between the two
companies. Earlier. MCI won a major
victory when the FCC. in a 6-0 decision,
told AT&T to provide the loops (Nov.,
p. 153). Bell. while protesting the
deciSion, promised to comply. But soon
afterward, the company said that it
couldn't provide certain kinds of .interconnection facilities ordered by MCIthose involving foreign exchange and
CCSA . ( customer-controlled switching
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